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A 3-D solid finite element model which can include bending, torsional, axial and other
motions is proposed to analyse dynamic responses of shafts. For uniform shafts, this model
shows consistency with beam theories when bending vibration is examined. For non-uniform
shafts such as tapered ones, however, this model gives much more reliable and accurate
results than beam theories which use an assumption that plane sections remain plane.
Reduction procedures can be applied which involve only small matrix operations for such a
system with a large number of degrees of freedom. The equations of motion have been
consistently derived in a rotating frame. Shaft orbiting motion is then defined in this frame,
giving a clear view of its trajectories. Forced responses due to excitation in the rotating frame
have been examined to find some characteristics of the orbiting shaft. Resonant orbiting
frequencies, i.e., natural frequencies of rotating shafts, can be determined in terms of the
rotating or fixed frame. Trajectories of transverse displacements have been found to be
varying with the forcing frequencies. At resonance, a uniform shaft will only have forward or
backward orbiting motion with circular orbits. For other forcing frequencies, however, even a
uniform shaft could present both forward and backward orbiting motions with non-circular
orbits at different locations along its length. It is anticipated that modelling of shaft orbiting
in the rotating frame with the proposed 3-D solid finite elements will lead to accurate
dynamic stress evaluation.

Keywords: Rotordynamics, 3-D solid finite elements, Forward and backward orbiting,
Forced response, Reduction procedure

1. INTRODUCTION

Shafts are analysed more accurately by a distrib-
uted parameter model than by a lumped parameter
model, though the former may involve a simpler
solving procedure. Due to shaft configurations, the

continuous bar theory has often been used to
formulate the equations of motion in terms of one
spatial variable along its neutral axis and time.
When bending vibration is analysed, the bar is

usually called the beam in which transverse dis-
placements and their slopes are of interest. For
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torsional and axial vibrations, twist angles of cross
sections and axial displacements are examined,
respectively. The Timoshenko beam theory
(Timoshenko, 1922) has been used extensively to
model the shaft bending behaviour with a finite
element (FE) technique (Nelson, 1980; Rouch and
Kao, 1979; Akella and Craggs, 1986). However, as
indicated by Senthilnathan and Lee (1992), this
beam theory may only be adequate to calculate the
first few natural frequencies of thick beams with a
shear factor ofaround 5/6, not adequate to evaluate
stresses of a vibrating beam. It is also known that
this beam theory is based on an assumption that
plane sections remain plane during the deforma-
tion. This assumption is violated for tapered beams
(Vest and Darlow, 1990).
A few researchers have tried solid FE ap-

proaches instead of beam elements to model
rotors. Geradin and Kill (1984) first derived FE
equations for both beam-like and axisymmetric
structures. In beam-like structures an assumption
that cross-sections are conserved and remain orthog-
onal to the neutral axis after deformation was
made. Stephenson et al. (1989) and Stephenson
and Rouch (1993) utilized axisymmetric elements to
analyse bending vibrations of rotors. Genta and
Tonoli (1996) have also used axisymmetric elements
to model discs in the rotordynamic analysis. In
order to carry out easily dynamic analysis involv-
ing bending, torsional, axial and other possible
modes, and coupled modes among them, and to
model non-circular cross sections, distributed
density and distributed hydrodynamic pressure,
the authors have employed an elastic shaft model
with 3-D solid finite elements. Earlier work (Yu and
Craggs, 1995a; 1997) has shown that it is a

successful and effective approach. Since the 3-D
solid FE approach is used instead of conventional
beam element theories to model the dynamic
response of a rotating shaft, much more degrees
of freedom may have to be adopted. Fortunately,
for this chain-like structure, reduction procedures
such as a continuous coordinate condensation
(Craggs and Eckert, 1992) or a transfer matrix
method (Yu and Craggs, 1995b) can be imple-

mented to obtain the modes of interest or forced
responses without loss of accuracy.

In this paper, rotating hollow shafts are modelled
using 3-D solid finite elements in the rotating frame.
It should be noted that if the fixed frame were to be
used, a displacement function would involve both
rigid and elastic components. Thus unknown
displacements would no longer be small (Choi
et al., 1992) and the corresponding FE formulation
would be more complicated. The potential energy
would involve rigid body motion, thus yielding
time-dependent stiffness. However, when the
rotating reference frame is introduced, displace-
ment functions involve only an elastic motion.
This allows one to view the complicated dynamic
behaviour of the rotating shaft as though it were

simply oscillating in the rotating frame like a non-

rotating shaft.
Recently, Vance (1988), Muszynska (1996) and

Muszynska et al. (1996) found the phenomenon
of forward and backward orbiting coexistence

along a rotor in the fixed reference frame. This

paper will discuss the shaft orbiting in the rotating

frame. It was found that if harmonic bending
excitations are applied in the rotating frame, a shaft
would generally move counterclockwise at one

section, and clockwise at another section. However,
if the forcing frequency is equal to the natural
frequency of the rotating shaft, i.e., the resonant
forward or backward orbiting frequency, the shaft
will only present either pure forward or pure
backward orbiting. Until now this phenomenon,
which could exist in the rotating frame at certain
excitations, has never been indicated. An explana-
tion will be given in addition to numerical examples.

It should be noted that simple beam theories

may also give an insight into the nature of rotating
shafts including the above-mentioned unusual
coexistence of forward and backward orbiting.
However, 3-D solid FE modelling can give more

accurate and reliable results in addition to reveal-
ing some phenomena. It is expected that dynamic
stresses could be evaluated accurately in terms
of relative elastic displacements in the rotating
frame.
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2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

Instead ofbeam theories, a 3-D continuum model is
employed to simulate the dynamic response of a

rotating shaft, which is assumed to be rotating
about its undeformed centroidal line with rota-
tional speed f. The motion of the body is divided
into the rigid body motion, which defines the
rotating frame, and the small elastic motion.
Gyroscopic effects are automatically included with
this consistent modelling.

Since displacements are measured relatively to the
rotating frame, an assumption of small strains and
displacements is valid, which facilitates an elastic
dynamic analysis using 3-D solid FE techniques.
Shaft elements or superelements are composed of
several basic continuum finite elements. Huge eigen-
value problems can be avoided when the above-
mentioned procedures are implemented to obtain
the responses in the frequency ranges of interest.

2.1. Dynamic Model

An arbitrary particle in the shaft, depicted in Fig. 1,
will have both rigid body and elastic displacements.
The frame (OXYZ) is fixed. The Z-axis coincides
with the undeformed centroidal line of the shaft.
The rotating frame (Oxyz) with unit basis vectors i,
j, and k, has the rigid body motion of the shaft. It is
obtained from the fixed frame by a rotation of
angle ft about the Z-axis. Only an elastic motion

x(i)
P0 u

Y Z, z(k)

Y(J)

FIGURE Reference frames and particle positions.

needs to be examined for all particles in the shaft.
The material particle position Po in the undeformed
configuration will move to the position P, all in the
rotating frame.

For the particle with a position vector x, its
displaced position vector r involving a displacement
u can be given by

v-=x-q-u, (1)

where

x xi + yj + zk, u ui + vj + wk. (2)

The particle velocity can be expressed as

-b5 x

Thus the kinetic energy for any part of the rotating
shaft body is given by

T p ;. ; dx dy dz

1/ii 2 2 2+ +

+ 2a2(yv + xu) + 2a(ub- v)
@ 2(X2 @ j2) + 2(Xb y)] dx dy dz,

(4)

where p is the density of the concerned part. The
potential or strain energy for this part can be
written as

where E is Young’s modulus and u is Poisson’s
ratio. Note that if expressed in the fixed frame, the
potential energy, which involves rigid body motion
of shaft spinning, will be time-dependent.
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2.2. 3-D Solid Shaft Element Formulations

A shaft is divided along its axial line into a series of
short shaft elements which are defined as super-
elements. Each superelement consists of four basic
continuum elements whose geometry is a quarter-
annulus, as shown in Fig. 2(a). One or more
superelements replace a conventional beam or bar
element for the shaft modelling. Use of the super-
element allows one to treat it as a shaft element, so
that some condensation procedures (Craggs and
Eckert, 1992; Yu and Craggs, 1995b) can be
employed to facilitate computational operations
without any loss of accuracy.

For a basic continuum element as shown in
Fig. 2(b), the real coordinates of its geometry can
be defined in terms of local coordinates (, 7, ) in
the following form:

where

X {g}T[T]-I {Xi},

Y {g)T[T] -1 {Yi},
Z {g}T[T]-I {Zi},

{g}T--[{h}T,({h}T],
{h}_ [, , , 2,, 2, 2, 2],
[T] coefficient matrix,,

{x;}, {y}, {z} coordinates at nodes.

(6)

(a)

3
11

6
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2

12 16

z
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FIGURE 2 Shaft modelling with 3-D solid elements: (a) shaft
element or superelement, and (b) basic continuum element.

The eight nodes define the mapping and therefore
the boundary form of the quarter-annulus cross
section. It is found that such an approximation is
extremely accurate, and has a maximum error in the
radial direction of about 1% (Schwarz, 1988).
The straightforward formulation of displace-

ment functions involves simple isoparametric ele-
ments. However, it is found that in order to achieve
convergent results of bending responses, more
elements must be employed though torsional and
axial results have already been satisfactory. This
behaviour indicates that bending characteristics are
not well reflected by this isoparametric element
formulation.

It is well known that the transverse displacements
u and v contribute much more to bending modes
than the axial displacement w. One might notice
that the isoparametric element formulation can
only satisfy Co continuity along the axial direction.
This means that slopes or deflections may not be
continuous. To possess C continuity along the
axial direction and high polynomials of u and v, the
displacement functions are expressed as

u {gt}X[Tt]-l { bli }Obli/OZ

v {gt}X[Tt]-l { l:i }Olli/OZ
w {g}T[T]-I {wi}

(7)

where

{g,) [{h}, (h), 2{h}, 3{h}].

For transverse displacements, the transformation
coefficient matrix ITt] will be dependent on the real
geometry of the concerned element.

Kinetic and potential energies for each element
can be expressed in terms of its nodal variables.
Note that Hamilton’s principle can be given by

t2(ST 8V + 8W) dt O, (8)
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where W is the virtual work done by internal and
external generalized nodal forces.

Substitution of Eqs. (4)-(7) into Eq. (8) yields
the equation of motion for the basic continuum
element:

[M]{} + [J(f)]{/)} + [Kr(f)]{ U}
{N(f)} + {f} + {F}, (9)

where [M], [J()] and [Kr(gt)] are the mass,
gyroscopic and rotating stiffness matrices, respec-
tively, {N(f)} involves centrifugal forces, {f} stands
for internal forces between adjacent elements, {F}
represents an external generalized force vector and
{U} denotes the nodal displacement and slope
vector which is given by

{U} {Hi}T ,{vi}T
/Oz

{Wi}T

2.3. Numerical Examples and Comparison with
Beam Solutions and Measured Results

For the above 3-D solid FE modelling, reduction
procedures can be employed such as the con-
tinuous coordinate condensation (Craggs and
Eckert, 1992) and the TMM based on FE models
(Yu and Craggs, 1995b). The results for non-
rotating tapered shafts (f =0) are shown first to
yield insight into the accuracy and effectiveness of
the proposed approach compared to others. Then
the dynamic responses for a rotating uniform shaft
are given and interesting behaviours are discussed.
Two special restricted cases, i.e., slender and

stubby shafts are examined using the 3-D solid FE

model. Here a slender shaft is characterized with
L 8 m in Fig. 3, and a stubby one with L 0.8 m.
Compared with the Euler and Timoshenko beam
solutions, the results for the two cases are given in
Table I.

It can be seen that the 3-D solid FE model gives
agreement with both the Euler and the Timoshenko
beam theories for bending frequencies of a slender
uniform shaft, and shows consistency with the
Timoshenko beam solutions for a stubby shaft.
However, when the shaft has a non-uniform cross

section which can vary over its length, it is wrong
to use the assumption in the simple beam theories
that plane sections remain plane. In this case, an

appropriate approach is to use a 3-D continuum
model with the FE technique.

Vest and Darlow (1990) measured a free-free
tapered shaft, as shown in Fig. 4. Since they found
that tapered shafts cannot be correctly modelled
using a standard beam theory, they tried to use
some empirical formulas to correct the Young’s
modulus and therefore gave the corresponding
results which are listed in Table II. This may not
be a valid approach for different shafts whose
geometry varies. Stephenson and Rouch (1993)
used an axisymmetric element approach and
obtained results as well.

Using the proposed 3-D subparametric element
approach, the computed results are in the best

Dimensions in mm

100/////////////////,_0

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////2-If

FIGURE 3 Uniform shaft.

TABLE Bending frequencies (Hz) of slender and stubby shafts using three different approaches

Order Slender shaft Stubby shaft

Euler beam Timoshenko beam 3-D solid FE Euler beam Timoshenko beam 3-D solid FE

8 8 8 787 744 744
2 22 22 22 2170 1867 1875
3 42 42 42 4255 3281 3307
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TABLE II Free-free natural frequencies (Hz) of tapered shaft with 8 and 12 superelements for a uniform and tapered section,
respectively

Order Vest and Darlow (1990) Stephenson and Rouch (1993) Authors’ 3-D solid FE

Measured Beam elements Modulus corrected Axisymmetric FE Bending Torsional Axial
(bending) (bending) (bending) (bending)

1040 1072.1 (3.1) 1043.8 (0.4) 1035.9 (-0.4) 1050 (0.96)
2 1643 1693.6 (3.0) 1658.7 (0.9) 1624.5 (-1.1) 1646 (0.18)
3 4042 4161.3 (2.9) 4123.0 (2.0) 4068.6 (0.7) 4107 (1.61)
4 5886 5970.0 (1.4) 5817.0 (-1.2) 5851.6 (-0.6) 5913 (0.46)
5 7459 7943.0 (6.5) 7867.0 (5.5) 7533.0 (1.0) 7550 (1.22)

5098 6216
5454 8717
8087 13283

Percent error from measured frequencies in parentheses.

Dimensions in mm

76.2
| 50.8

31.75

/2///////////// I/////////////////A

’60"96"-I- 151"13 -I-0"96"-’- 132"08 "-[
FIGURE 4 Tapered hollow shaft.

agreement with, and always above, the measured
frequencies, as shown in Table II. For consistent FE
modelling, computed natural frequencies should
be always above the true values. The solutions
obtained by the authors satisfied this criterion.

Natural frequencies of corresponding torsional
and axial modes are also obtained using the same
computer code, as shown in this table, though the
corresponding measured results are not available.
This is one of the merits of the 3-D solid FE model.
In addition to bending motion, torsional, axial, and
other possible modes are automatically included in
this 3-D model, and do not need special addition as
they would in beam models.

3. SHAFT ORBITING

Shaft orbiting is a very unique dynamic phenom-
enon which does not exist in other non-rotating
vibrational systems. Natural frequencies, i.e.,

resonant orbiting frequencies, vary with shaft
speed. There are two types of orbiting motion:
forward and backward precessions. If any oscilla-
tion appears in the rotating frame (asynchronous
orbiting), there will be dynamic stresses varying
with time.

3.1. Definition of Orbiting in the Rotating Frame

Since the rotating frame is used to simulate the shaft
motion, its rigid rotation will not be involved. The
shaft can only have elastic displacements u, v, and w
in this frame. Due to Coriolis acceleration, there
will be both x and y directional motions even

though excitation or perturbation is only applied
in either x or y direction. For a symmetric circular
shaft as shown in Fig. 3, the orbiting motion can be
described by Fig. 5.

Figure 5 illustrates the orbiting motion of an

arbitrary cross section. Line AB within this section
will not have any rotational motion in the xy plane.
During one cycle of oscillation, this section has a

translational motion along the z axis although a
small relative deformation within the section may
be involved. It also undergoes axial vibrations as
seen in the yz and xz planes.

It can be seen that in the rotating frame, the
complicated shaft orbiting can be simply viewed as

elastic translational motion if deflection is consid-
ered, as though the shaft were not rotating. Since
the rotating frame is used throughout the analysis,
the transverse displacements of the particles within
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It follows that

FIGURE 5 Shaft orbiting in the rotating frame.

the same cross section are almost the same when
only bending behaviour is examined. If the fixed
frame were employed, the displacements involving
rigid and elastic motions would be different even
within the same cross section. The axial oscillation
of the shaft is also involved. Unlike a non-rotating
shaft, it has a circular trajectory at resonance. The
orbiting frequencies at resonance are just natural
frequencies, which vary with rotational speed f,

when bending vibration is examined. This type of
motion is called shaft orbiting, which includes non-
resonant and resonant precessions.
Though trajectories at different nodal points

within one cross section are not exactly the same
using 3-D solid finite elements, it has been found
that transverse displacements within the same
cross section are very close in this case regardless
ofvery different axial displacements. Therefore, the
average value of the transverse displacements at
different nodal points is adopted to represent the
trajectory of this cross section.
The orbiting direction could be the same as or

opposite to that of the rotational speed. If the
dynamic responses in x and y directions of the
rotating frame are expressed in the complex form

u Aei(+’’) v Bei(t+’’) (11)

where co is the forcing frequency in the rotating
frame, then the precessional angle relative to the
x-axis is given by

0- tan-’ (Re(v)Re(u)J" (12)

dO AB sin(.
COrot -7 CO

A2 cos2(COl -+- u) q- 82 cos2(col -+- v)"
(13)

The orbiting will be counterclockwise if qu- u
is between 0 and rr, and otherwise will be clockwise.
There is a special case where A Band ]u u]
rr/2. In this case, the orbiting frequency corot will be
constant all the time.

It is quite common for rotordynamic analysts to
use orbiting frequencies in the fixed reference
frame. A simple formula can be given by

cofix COrot q- ’-’, (14)

where f is assumed to be positive.
If COrot has the same rotational direction as f,

then it is said to have forward orbiting in the
rotating frame; if it has the opposite direction, then
it is said to have backward orbiting in the rotating
frame. The direction and frequency magnitude of
the corresponding orbiting in the fixed frame are
then determined by Eq. (14). It can be found that
backward orbiting in the rotating frame can
become forward orbiting in the fixed frame.

3.2. Forced Response: Forward and
Backward Orbiting

A simple uniform shaft, as shown in Fig. 4, is used
here as an example to examine dynamic responses
under an assumed excitation with a forcing
frequency in the rotating frame.

Figure 6 shows a case where an exciting force is

applied to the left end of the shaft in the x-direction
of the rotating frame. Figure 6(a) gives x-direc-
tional and y-directional responses, which in terms
of Eq. (11) generally yield elliptic trajectories as
shown in Fig. 6(b).

It can be seen that unlike non-rotating bodies,
an excitation on the shaft in the x-direction causes
transverse displacements in not only the x-direction
but also the y-direction. This is due to the rotational
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FIGURE 6 Forced response when an exciting force with an
amplitude of kN and a frequency of 495 Hz was applied to
the left end in x-direction of the rotating frame with speed of
1570.Brad/s: (a) transverse displacement vs. axial distance,
and (b) orbits from the left to the right end of the shaft in the
rotating frame.

speed which leads to the Coriolis acceleration. In
Fig. 6(a) the positive amplitude of the x-directional
response corresponds to phase angle p,=0 and
that of the y-directional response corresponds to

pv=-Tr/2. The x-directional responses have a

phase angle of either 0 or -r, and y-directional
responses have a phase angle of either -r/2 or 7r/2.
Near the left end, orbits can be seen to be elliptic

after the superposition of two orthogonal res-

ponses, with forward orbiting as defined in Eq. (13).
At the location A, the transverse displacement in
the xz plane becomes zero, thus the orbit is a
straight line along the y-direction. Between loca-
tions A and B of the shaft, there exists backward
orbiting in terms ofEq. (13). There is also a location
where amplitudes of x and y directional responses
are the same, thus making the backward trajectory
circular. At the location B, the orbit becomes a

straight line in the x-direction. Then after location
B, orbits become forward again until the location E
at which the two amplitude curves intersect.
Obviously the orbit at the location E is circular
with forward orbiting. Orbits are backward
between locations C and D. Near the right end of
the shaft after the location D, orbits become
forward again. It can be seen that relative orbits
are still forward as shown in Fig. 7.
When the forcing frequency is increased to

505Hz, the characteristics of the response are

totally different, as shown in Fig. 8. Though only
one exciting force is applied to the left end of the
shaft, the response is symmetric to the midspan for
that frequency. The orbiting is purely forward with
circular orbits all along the shaft. The amplitude of
the response is extremely big, compared with other

0.08rnrn

z<z
Orbit

zA <z <ZAs
Orbit

Z :tAB (inbeeen)

Orbit III Order Orbit II

FIGURE 7 Relative orbit.

Orbit II Orbit III
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FIGURE 8 Resonant response when an exciting force with
an amplitude of kN and a frequency of 505 Hz was applied
to the left end in x-direction of the rotating frame with speed
of 1570.8 rad/s: (a) transverse displacement vs. axial distance,
and (b) orbits from the left to the right end of the shaft in the
rotating frame.

forcing frequencies. This is the case in which a

forcing frequency reaches the resonant forward
orbiting frequency.
With the forcing frequency being increased,

response orbits become elliptic again for most
sections. Forward orbiting coexists with backward
orbiting. When the frequency is far away from the
previous forward orbiting frequency, backward
orbiting becomes dominant. At the frequency of
930 Hz, the forced response and its trajectories are

shown in Fig. 9. When the forcing frequency
increases to 980Hz, i.e., a resonant backward
orbiting frequency, the shaft has purely backward
orbiting responses along the whole shaft, as shown
in Fig. 10.

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00

-o.oi

-0.02

-0.03
0.00

x-z plane
y-z plane

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
Axial distance z/L

(a)

0.02

z<zA A B

B ZB< C

ZC< D D

(b)

\J
Z> D

FIGURE 9 Forced response when an exciting force with an
amplitude of kN and a frequency of 930 Hz was applied to
the left end in x-direction of the rotating frame with speed of
1570.Brad/s: (a) transverse displacement vs. axial distance,
and (b) orbits from the left to the right end of the shaft in the
rotating frame.

One can see that the characteristics of the shaft
orbiting motion depend on the forcing frequency in
the rotating frame. At non-resonant frequencies,
forward and backward orbiting will coexist along
the shaft. When the response is close to forward or

backward orbiting, the relative orbit (Muszynska,
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FIGURE 10 Resonant response when an exciting force with
an amplitude of kN and a frequency of 980 Hz was applied
to the left end in x-direction of the rotating frame with speed
of 1570.8 rad/s: (a) transverse displacement vs. axial distance,
and (b) orbits from the left to the right end of the shaft in the
rotating frame.

1996; Muszynska et al., 1996) can identify it. Using
Eq. (14) in which relative u and v are used, relative
orbits within either the left or the right half side
of the shaft are forward at the frequency of
495 Hz, and backward at the frequency of 930 Hz,
which can be concluded from Figs. 7 and 9. If two
orthogonal bending amplitude curves are shown
in Fig. 11, any relative orbit in the shaft will be
forward at that frequency.

Authors believe that the orbiting nature can be
determined by the amplitude and phase curves in
the two orthogonal bending planes. Figures 7, 9 and
11 have regions of AB and CD, thus making
forward and backward precessions mixed up along
the shaft. Points A, B, C, and D are the critical
points where the transition between forward and

0.20

0.10

0.00

-0.10

@ x-z plane
y-z plane

A\\B

-0.20
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Axial distance z/L

FIGURE Forced response due to two exciting forces
applied to the two ends. Other conditions were the same as
those in Fig. 6.

backward precessions is located. At these points,
the orbiting becomes a straight line. The orbiting is
the superposition of the responses in the two

orthogonal bending planes.

3.3. Resonant Orbiting Frequencies

Resonant orbiting frequencies are defined as the
natural frequencies of the rotating shaft. As
indicated above, they correspond to infinitely large
responses for undamped rotating shafts. In reality,
a peak response frequency is considered to be the
resonant frequency when a sweeping technique is

used with a certain frequency step. At resonance,
there is either forward or backward orbiting all
along the shaft, with the circular trajectories for a

uniform shaft, as shown in Figs. 8 and 10.
It is believed that for a uniform shaft, a 3-D solid

continuum model will yield results close to the
solutions with the Timoshenko beam model, as

shown in Table III. The shaft size is the same as that
in Fig. 4.

It can be seen that for an ith mode, there exist
both forward and backward orbiting frequencies
for the given rotational speed instead of only one
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TABLE III Forward and backward orbiting natural frequencies (Hz) for ft 1570.8 rad/s

63

Mode type 3-D solid FE results 3-D solid FE results
Fi Bi (in rotating frame) (in fixed frame)

Timoshenko beam solutions*
(Zhu and Han, 1992) (in fixed frame)

FI 505 755 757
B1 980 730 731

F2 1645 1895 1889

B2 2101 1851 1845
F3 3083 3333 3308

B3 3529 3279 3254

t"F" and "B" are referred to forward and backward precessions, respectively. Subscript "i" stands for a mode order, 1,2, 3.
*A shear coefficient of 0.6202 is adopted.
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FIGURE 12 Forward orbiting natural frequency in the
rotating frame vs. shaft speed.
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FIGURE 13 Forward and backward orbiting natural fre-
quency in the fixed frame vs. shaft speed.

frequency for a non-rotating case. This confirms
that gyroscopic effects have been consistently
included using the proposed 3-D solid FE model-
ling. All these values can be determined by
computer simulation through the developed code
which uses the reduction procedures. Orbiting
directions and frequencies in the fixed frame can
also be determined using Eqs. (11)-(14).
The effect of rotational speeds on resonant

orbiting frequencies has been examined for the
same shaft. The frequencies obtained from the
analysis can be directly expressed in the rotating
frame. Figure 12 gives the forward orbiting
frequencies in the rotating frame. In this way,

critical speeds can be determined when these
frequency curves reach zero, as shown in Fig. 12
where the first critical speed is 764cps. Critical
speeds can also be obtained by [Kr(f)] term in
Eq. (9).

Synchronous orbiting corresponds to zero

orbiting frequency in the rotating flame, which
means no relative oscillation within the shaft.
Therefore, no time-varying dynamic stresses appear
at a given speed. However, the shaft can be bowed
severely at critical speeds. If the orbiting speed
changes within a rotation, this motion is only an

approximated synchronous orbiting whicl still
causes dynamic stresses.
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If resonant orbiting frequencies are expressed in
the fixed frame, the corresponding magnitudes can
be determined by Eq. (14). Conventionally, back-
ward orbiting is specified without adding a "-"
sign. Figure 13 shows the first five order orbiting
frequencies vs. the shaft speed. As the shaft speed
increases, forward orbiting frequencies increase
and backward orbiting frequencies decrease in the
fixed frame. In this figure, the solid line denotes
the forward orbiting, and the broken line represents
the backward orbiting.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A 3-D solid FE model is proposed in which not only
bending but also torsion, axial and other possible
modes are included automatically In the special
restricted cases ofa slender or stubby uniform shaft,
this model shows consistency with the Euler and/or
Timoshenko beam theories when bending frequen-
cies are examined. However, when the shaft has a
non-uniform cross section varying with its length
such as tapered shafts, a 3-D solid FE model should
be used to accurately depict the deformation. It is
shown that the computed results for a tapered shaft
are in very good agreement with the measured data.
Reduction procedures can be implemented to allow
a small matrix operation for this viable model with
a beam-like structure.
The rotating frame is used which facilitates the

FE modelling and gives a clear view of the shaft
orbiting of bending vibration. The orbiting behav-
iour has been examined under harmonic excita-
tions in the rotating frame. Forward and backward
precessions could coexist along the shaft if observed
in the rotating frame. When forcing frequencies
reach resonant orbiting frequencies, the orbiting
become either purely forward or purely backward.
This orbiting nature in the rotating frame is
believed to be reported for the first time, which
may aid rotordynamic analysis. The authors view
this peculiar phenomenon as the consequence ofthe
combination of two different deflection curves in
the two orthogonal bending planes.
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